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Diabetes, a disease of metabolic disorder is getting highly prevalent especially in Indian society,
these days millions hit search engine searching for Homeopathic medicine for Diabetes due to
high prevalence and lack of complete cure through conventional medicine. Before finding a
homeopathic medicine online it is better to know figures and facts related to diabetics.
India has the second highest number of patients suffering from diabetes in the world..Worst
part with this disease is, once acquired diabetes becomes a life-long disease.
According to some trusted sources, a huge increase in number of diabetic patients was found in
India, the number of diabetics in India has increased from 11.9 million in 1980 to 64.5 million in
2014.WHO (World Health Organisation) opines that almost 2.9 million deaths per year are
attributed to diabetes.
Survey-analysis by Diabetes Foundation of India show that the diabetic figure may go high up
to 80 million by year 2025, and India being tagged as 'Diabetes Capital' of the world.
Although it is believed that those with family history of diabetics are more prone to acquire it, a
person with no family history of diabetes has similar chances of getting it for unknown exact
reasons.
Obesity, life style mistakes and consumption of junk food may lead to acquire diabetes.
Diabetes is a disease that is characterised by the presence of excessive amounts of sugar in the
bloodstream. The Condition rises when the pancreas fails to produce sufficient insulin, or if the
body system fails to utilise the insulin that is produced in the body. A hormone called Insulin is
produced by pancreas, which controls the level of blood sugar in the blood stream.
This raised blood sugar condition can lead to significant damages to various organs and parts of
body affecting working organs, giving blurred vision and much more. Health complications
with increased sugar level causes Heart disease and stroke, Raised blood pressure, Loss of
vision, Kidneydisorders Nerve disorders, Tooth decay and other dental complications, Birth
defects, Gangrene resulting in amputations
Signs and symptoms of diabetes
Frequent urination- especially at night, Itching of genitals, feelingthirsty, cuts and wounds take
longer time to heal, blurredvision and feeling of tiredness

Presence of some of these signs and symptoms may not necessarily mean that you have
diabetes but it’s best practice that you should immediately consult a doctoror a homeopath for
Homeopathic medicine for Diabetes.
Types of Diabetes
Type 1 diabetes
It is known as insulin-dependent diabetes often begins in childhood, In these type of diabetes,
because symptoms are seen quite quickly, patient can go for Homeopathic medicine for
Diabetes ,leaving it untreated can lead to serious health problems, like diabetic ketoacidosis
finally which can lead to fatal coma. Earlier the common type of diabetes seen in children and
teens was type 1, known as juvenile diabetes. But the prevalence of disease in younger
generation is such that the disease has taken a huge number of younger people in its grip and it
is more common in children and teens, each year the figure is increasing.
Type 2 diabetes
This type is also known as non-insulin dependent diabetes or adult onset diabetes, but recently
this is seen commonly in children dueto childhood obesity and consumption of junk food. In
this type pancreas still secretes insulin, but this is not enough and also in some cases the
bodycells do not properly respond to the insulin. This type develops more slowly and at times
is harder to spot.
Gestational diabetes
Gestational diabetes occurs in pregnancy and remains after childbirth. Women who have
experienced gestational diabetes possess an increased risk of developing Type-2 diabetes after
pregnancy.
Conventional medicine has no permanent cure to Diabetes till date but Homeopathy medicines
for diabetes have shown a lot of promise with its remedies.
DIBO KURE Tablets
The tablets were introduced by LORD'S HOMOEOPATHIC LABORATORY (P) LTD with an
aim to provide a combination of homeopathy drugs in a tablet form so that a person suffering
from diabetes may get curative result using Homeopathyand you can buy this without any fear
of side effects.The combination for this homeopathy medicine for Diabetes was obtained with
precision research and the drugs are combined in most effective potency for needed result.
CrataegusOxyacantha:
CrataegusOxyacanthais known to producegiddiness, it lowers pulse rate, and air hunger and
also causes reduction in blood-pressure. It is found useful in cases of people who have frequent

urge for urination one of the major symptoms associated with Diabetes. Thus this drug is
included as one of the ingredients in the medicine as the drug is known for its healing
properties in diabetics especially associated with children. It also works well in instances of
faintness, which many Diabetic patients experience.
AcidumPhosphoricum:
The drug name itself indicates acidic nature of drug and it is prepared from phosphorus acid.
This in proper potency gives good result in Diabetes and in weakness associated with diabetes
SyzygiumJambolanum:
This drug is known as homeopathic natural Diabetes Cure remedy.SyzygiumJambolanum3x is
alone a remedyprescribed to control the blood sugar level in diabetic patients of all ages.
CephalandraIndica:
This drug shows good curing and managing properties in profuse urination; weakness and
exhaustion after urination; sugar in the urine and hence works to cure and efficiently manage
diabetes in combination with other drugs..

GymnemaSylvestre:
The anti diabetic properties of drug are such that it is known as “Gurmar” in Hindi, means
Sugar destroyer. It works in curbing of diabetes by blocking sugar binding sites and hence
restricting sugar molecules to accumulate in the body. It restricts sugar absorptionandthus
controlling sugar level.
Uranium Nitricum:
This is in potency of 3x in the combination as it is a very effective homeopathic medicine for
diabetes.
All these drugs are combined in aseptic technique in an excipient to obtain Dibo Kure tablets so
that a person gets immunity and strength to manage diabetes in a way to cure it. A long list of
people have benefitted from the use of DIBO KURE Tablets

